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Marshall University 
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY
JAMES E. MORROW LIBRARY
HUNTINGTON, W. VA. 2570t
MAY 1 / 1984 
ARCHIVES 
Saturday, May 12, 1984 at 11:00 a.m. in the Huntington Civic Center 
Disclaimer The list of May degree candidates in this program is tentative and is based upon the anticipated successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 1983-84. This document should not be taken as an official record chat degrees have in fact been awarded. 
Welcome Marshall University welcomes those attending the 147th Commencement Exercises. 
Academic Procession Faculty Marshals Candidates for Bachelor Degree Candidates for Associa�e Degree Candidates for Master Degree Candidates for Medical Degree Assistant Chief Faculty Marshal Members of the Faculty Chief Faculty Marshal Commencement Officials 
Alma Mater Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never, True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. 
Commencement Officials Chief Marshal: Professor Thomas S. Bishop Prof. William F. Ashford Prof. Richard Bonnett Prof. Mahlon Brown Prof. David Dawson Prof. Jeanne De Vos Prof. Kathleen Duffy Prof. Kenneth Guyer Prof. Louise Hoy Prof. Dean Adkins Prof. Howard Adkins Pro(NealAdkins Prof. Robert Dils Prof. Dan K. Evans Prof. Mack Gillenwater Prof. Charles F. Gruber Prof. Ralph Hall Prof. Carl Johnson Prof. Bosworth Johnson Prof. Richard Jones Assistant Chief Marshal: Professor George Ward, II Assistants: Chief Usher: Professor Ernest W. Cole Assistant Chief Usher: Professor Charles Webb Assistants: Prof. Betty Jarrell Prof. Howard L. Mills Prof. Giovanna Morton Prof. Ralph E. Oberly Prof. B. R. Smith Prof. William Sullivan Prof. Wayne Taylor Prof. Ruth T. Wellman Prof. William Kearns Prof. Nicholas Kontos Prof. Michael Little Prof. Philip Modlin Prof. William Radig Prof. Jim Rogers Prof. Harry Sowards Prof. James Stone Prof. Donald Tarter Prof. Luther White 
L 
The 147th Commencement Program President Dale F. Nitzschke, Presiding Precommencement Concert Marshall University Wind Symphony Professor Richard Lemke, Conductor Processional - Ceremonial Marches Invocation ...................... The Reverend Charles W. Aurand Music Pastor, St. Paul Evangelical Lutheran Church "Festival Piece," on Sine Nomine of Vaughan,Williams arr. Elrich Choir and Brass Ensemble "Alleluia," Finale from King David ............ Arthur Honegger Choir and Wind Ensemble Brenda Barry, soprano soloist Professor Wendell Kumlien, Director Introduction of Guests Conferring of Academic Degrees The President of the University Recognition of Honor Graduates Conferring of the Honorary Degrees Candidates Presented by ............... Olen E. Jones, Jr., Provost Edward H. Green , Doctor of Laws Joseph A. Slash , Doctor of Pedagogy Charles I. Thornburg , Doctor of Humanities Cratis D. Williams , Doctor of Literature Greetings .................................. Denise Gibson Welker President, Marshall University Alumni Association The President's Remarks "Alma Mater" ............................. C.E. and James Haworth Professor Leo V. lmperi Benediction "The Lord Bless You and Keep You" ............... John Rutter Meg Cowan, Accompanist Recessional - Ceremonial Marches The audience is requested to be seated following the Benediction and remain seated until the class has recessed. 
Profile of Marshall University Marshall College had a problem with its students: "The most decided objection we have to find to any considerable number (of the students) is the tendency to study too long hours, a tendency we are trying to correct .. . " The quotation comes from the 1909-10 Marshall College Catalog and one historian has attributed it to Presi­dfint Lawrence J. Corbly. The historian added his own wry comment: "President Corbly and his successors evidently met with considerable success in correcting this tendency." The problem of overzealous students may have been exaggerated. In any event, Marshall has had more serious problems in an often-turbulent history extending back to 1837--some 26 years before the state of West Virginia was born. The early history of Marshall is filled with colorful events and people. To put things in chronological perspective, the academic melodrama started in 1837 when the good citizens of Guyandotte and the farming country to the west-now the city of Huntington-­decided they needed an annual school to provide for the education of their youngsters. Tradition records they met at the home of John Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and named the new school Marshall Academy in honor of his friend, the late Chief Justice John Marshall. They decided to locate their new school on a knoll known as "Maple Grove," site of a small log building called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also has served for some time as a subscription school for the area, open but three months each year. It remained a subscription school that summer, conducted by Isaac H. Peck. It wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the General Assembly of Virginia passed an act formally incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing Laidley and eight other men as trustees. On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased from James and Lucy Holder- by the one and one-fourth acre lot con­taining their log "academy." The price: $40. That land is now the site of Old Main. The trustees proceeded to build a new two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing four rooms. It was completed by February, 1839. The first full school term was con­ducted in 1838-39 with Peck serving as principal for a salary of $500. In 1850, the academy and its financial obligations were accepted by the Con­ference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall Col­lege. The coming of the Civil War nearly spelled the end of the young college. Lack of financial support, accumulated debts, court action and the war itself forced the school to close its doors in 1861. The property was sold at public auction. Mrs. Salina Mason bought the land and building for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a Confederate sympathizer and could not appear in court in his own behalf. For the next few years, Hite and his family lived in the college building. During at least part of the war, a small school, probably a subscription school, was maintained at the college-­fulfilling a provision in the original deed from James Holderby which specified it was to be used" ... for the express pur­pose of an Accademy (sic) and for no other use." The building also was used as· a hospital during part of the conflict. In the fall of 1866, the Southern Methodists made an attempt to regain control of the property, but were unable to raise enough money, Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia had recognized the need for an institution to train teachers to serve the state's public schools. After many months of wrangling over location, the Legislature on Feb. 27, 1867, voted ap­proval of a bill establishing a "state (continued) ,., 
normal school" to be located at Marshall College. In order to get the college reopened, the voters of Cabell County approved a property tax levy amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated funds and on Aug. 1, 1867, the schools' regents pur­chased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason for $3,600. The regents of the state normal school also authorized ad­ditions and repairs amounting to about $3,800. _ During that period, the regents pur­chased an additional 10 acres land from William P. Holderby for $1,000. It turned out that there was a lien against the land and the regents had to ask the Legislature to authorize condemnation in order to obtain a valid title. In September, 1868, they obtained 13 and three-quarters acres at a price fixed at $1,375. This brought the college holdings to a total of 15 acres in order " .. . that there might be ample room around the buildings, and that the Steward of the College might be able to provide material for his table. . . " In 1868, Marshall needed land for farming. A hundred years later, the pro­blem was parking. The first session of Marshall College as a state normal school began June 15, 1868, and lasted 10 weeks, but financial problems continued to plague the school. The Legislature made no ap­proprk.tion for salaries and expenses for the year 1879-80 and Principal A.D. Chesterman had to struggle to keep the school open with the money received from tuition fees. These were not ade­quate to provide a proper teaching staff. Matters began to improve during the administration of Thomas E. Hodges (1886-1896) as the state gradually in­creased its financial support. During Hodges' last year, 1895-96, the school's enrollment exceeded 200 for the first time. The 1896 graduating class of 19 also was a record. Hodges was followed by Lawrence J. Corbly, who was to serve 19 years--the longest tenure of any Marshall president with the exception of Stewart H. Smith (1946-68). Corbly's administration marks a major turning point in Marshall's for­tunes. Enrollment began a steady climb, from 258 in 1896-97 to 1,021 by 1907. In 1905, construction was started on the final section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" segment facing the main entrance to the campus on 16th Street. With its completion, Old Main consisted of five sections. Reading from the east, these were completed in 1898, 1870, 1899, 1896 and 1907. The first edition of the campus newspaper, The Parthenon, was pub­lished in 1898, although there had been an earlier newspaper with a different name. Intercollegiate athletics got their start at Marshall during this period, with the first football team being fielded in 1898. The Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue and Black, but the now-familiar Green and White colors had been adopted by 1904. In May, 1907, the board of regents adopted a plan for the reorganization of the college. Among other things, the plan changed Corbly's title from "principal" to "president" and raised his salary to $2,500 a year. In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary school. By 1912, the regents had added two years of study to the school's program, equivalent to the freshman and sophomore years in col­lege. In 1914, President Corbly recom­mended that ". . .Marshall College should be made a 'college' in fact as well as in official name--a degree--conferring institution." But when Corbly retired in 1915, Marshall was still a thriving junior col­lege. A few years later, however, his hopes were to be realized. In 1920, the State Board of Education approved Marshall's granting of a bachelor's degree in educa­tion. Teachers College conferred degrees upon four candidates in June, 1921. The years ahead were to see steady physical and academic expansion and Marshall became a university in 1961. By the fall of 1980 Marshall had an enroll­ment exceeding 11,800, a full-time faculty of 384 and 105 part-time in­structors. The small academy has become a major university operating nine colleges and schools: College of Liberal Arts, College of Science, College of Education, College of Business, Graduate School, School of Medicine, Community Col­lege, and School of Nursing. 
Academic Heraldry The custom of wearing academic regalia in the colleges and universities of the United States has been continuous since Colonial times. The colors indicating fields of study and degrees conferred are now of standard significance and at Marshall University show in the hoods worn by the Master's and Doctoral degree candidates. Hoods for both Master's and Doctor's are made of black, lined with silk chevrons in the official colors of the university conferring the degree, and trimmed with velvet collars in colors distinctive of the degree. The hoods of the Marshall Faculty represent the many institutions and variety of degrees that com­prise a university faculty. MARSHALL UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL Master of Arts - White Master of Science - Golden Yellow Master of Business Administration - Drab Master of Arts in Journalism - Crimson Master of Education - Light Blue MARSHALL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL Doctor of Medicine - Green FACULTY HOODS - MASTER'S AND DOCTOR'S Arts and Humanities .......................... White Business and Accountancy ...................... Drab Economics .................................. Copper Education ................................ Light Blue Engineering ................................. Orange Home Economics ............................ Maroon Journalism ................................. Crimson Library Science .............................. Lemon Medicine .................................... Green Music ......................................... Pink Nursing .................................... Apricot Philosophy ............................... Dark Blue Physical Education ........................ Sage Green Science .............................. Golden Yellow Social Science ................................ Cream Theology .................................... Scarlet At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor's degrees do not wear hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indicates their field of study in accordance with the legend above. 
L 
Class of 1984 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates 
The bachelor's degrees honor graduates are distinguished by stoles worn with their caps 
and gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Red Stoles 
and the Magna Cum Laude and Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold 
Stoles. Summa Cum Laude 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.85 to 4.0. 
Gregory D. Akers 
Brentley Keith Archer 
Dianna Preece Bailey 
Susanna Ruth Bair 
Amy Suzanne Ball 
Theodore Allen Black 
William Scott Brosche 
Jacqueline Conley 
Virginia Ruth Adamski Cox 
David Lee Crowe 
Brian Alexander Darst 
Gregory Bryan Friel 
Donna Lutz Mauk 
Jeffrey D. Maynard 
Amanda Lea Miller 
Martha Michelle Renick 
Vaughn Gibson Rhudy 
Grace Lucille Simmons 
Edwin Lee Skeens, Jr. 
Debra Joan Stemple 
Diane Millard Stringer 
Pamela Swann Ward 
Oran Edward Warder Magna Cum Laude 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.6 to 3.84. 
Alice Faye Gore Adams 
John Alan Adkins 
John Benard Arbaugh 
Susan Lynne Bird 
Linda Billups Boshell 
Desiree Gaye Brewer 
Cathy L. Caruthers 
Craig Anthony Clark 
Donna Gale Clark 
Rita Daugherty Cline 
Zoe Allison Cohen 
Maylene Edith Cole 
Phyllis McCloud Collins 
Diane DeMartino 
Lisa Lea Dunn 
Mary Elizabeth Duty 
Denise Elizabeth Dye 
Hazel Sue Norris Edmonds 
Betty Chaney Edwards 
Robert Louis Edwards 
Melody Ann Eisenman 
Kerry Kendal Felton 
Richard Lee Ferguson 
Marjorie Sue Fitzsimmons 
Marianna Michelle Footo 
Colette Fraley 
Phillip Bradley Franklin 
Jane Hower Frassinelli 
James Michael Gillispie 
Patricia Elaine Grishaber 
Robert William Grudier 
Dianna Lynn Gullickson 
Gregory Wayne Hinkle 
Jeffrey Brian Horner 
Jeffrey Emerson Jones 
Mary Ann Keyser 
Carol Yvonne Land 
Gregory Eugene Leach 
Ronald Eugene Lewis 
Jack Gibson Lovejoy 
Sandra Kay Lowe 
Leah Michele Maynard 
Lisa Gay McCoy 
Linda Cole Moffett 
Susan Beth Morton 
Cheri Marie Ray Musgrave 
Debra Edmonds Nida 
Rosemary White Parkins 
Carolyn Madden Perry 
Diane Lynn Rasmussen 
Robbin Lynn Reed 
Nancy Jannel Reinhardt 
Theresa Leah Rood 
Laberta Stewart Salamacha 
Vickie Ellen Shank 
Mark Eric Smith 
Gregory Lee Spears 
Patricia Conley Spradlin 
Bruce Allen Thompson 
Beth Graves Tufts 
Laura Thackston Vass 
Rhonda Leigh Walker 
Colbert Lowell Wang 
Karen Joyce Westfall 
Jeffrey Charles Winters 
William P. Wittich 
Jane Marshall Workman 
Todd Clayton Wullenweber Cum Laude 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.3 to 3.59. 
Wilma Louise Anderson 
Martha Alice Annie 
Ann Marie Arnold 
Micki Rene Auer 
Francis William Bannister 
Lori Lyn Bannister 
Mary Ann Barber 
Tara Lynne Beaty 
Delana Coleen Blevins 
Vicki Lynn Boatright 
James Thomas Boggs 
Sherry Jean Bohrer 
Michael Landon Boster 
Timothy Breeding 
Patricia Ann Broce 
Penny Louise Brown 
Warren Frederick Brown 
Harold Joseph Carico 
Michael B. Carlisle 
Joseph Caro 
Karen Kimberly Cash 
Lisa Ann Chapman 
Doni Regina Chicarell 
David Ray Chute 
Tracey Lynn Clark 
Samuel McClain Cliff 
Paula Crow Cochenour 
Valerie Lea Coleman 
Molly Cooke 
Lynne Ellen Coppala 
Michael Henry Cox 
Sherri Lynn Crane 
Sara Margaret Crickenberger 
Mark Timothy Crum 
Judith Lynn Cunningham 
Judy Bullard Dailey 
Erlah Hartz Davis 
Linda Rose Mahon Dingess 
Mary Regina Duba 
Twyla Renee Edgell 
Catherine Ann Evans 
Mary Meade Eves 
Christopher Howard Fabry 
Karen Louise Faust 
Paula Jean Flinn 
Moi A./Soo Frechione 
Barry Alan Frye 
James William Gabehart 
Dianne M. Gainer 
Ellen Rene George 
Merial Elizabeth Graff 
Emily Jane Griffis 
Gladys Elaine Bruckles Grimmett 
Mark Lee Gross 
Sherry L. Harrison 
Kathleen Ingles Heineman 
Christina Marie Hensil 
Charles Hicks, Jr. 
Joni Ann Hillman 
Rosanna Young Hines 
Karen Elizabeth Dillon Hodges 
Kathy Sue Howard 
Lynn Lewis Jarrell 
Elizabeth Sue Kidwell Johnson 
John Sherman Johnson 
Pauline Dixon Jouan 
David Clyde Jude 
Kimberly Booton Justice 
Bernie Lee Kerns 
Brenda Maxwell Keyser 
Mary Elaine King 
Jamie Jones Lawrence 
Margaret Mary Layne 
William Francis Leinweber 
Raymond James LeMaster, II 
Anne Lanette Lewis 
Terry Lee Lewis 
Kim Kay London 
Katherine P. Evans Manley 
Pamela Lynn Marples 
Jennifer Lynn Matheny Carole Diane McCallister Melanie Kay McCollister John Paul McCoy, Jr. Rebecca Ellen McDavid Randall R. Mc Vay Shaun Matthew Mc Whorter Lynn L. Beckdahl Mitterholzer Deborah Lynn Montgomery Mia Claire Moran Amy Gwen Mullett Kelly Ann Myers William Eugene Neptune, Jr. Ben Jackson O'Dell Kate Okwundu Okeke Richard Martin O'Neill Mark Louis Owens Robert Eugene Pasley Mary Elizabeth Patteson Patricia Devore Perdue Cynthia Leigh Prunty Gweneth Coleen Ramey Mary Willard Renfroe Laurie E. Ross Cathy Ann Roush Juliana Catherine Sexton Jack Edward Sheppe Bonnie Sue Skiles Marsha Slaughter James Jackson Sluss, Jr. Lee Ann Smith Scott Franklin Smith Stephanie Helen Smith Stuart Edward Smith Teresa Eileen Spurgeon Julie Anne Stanek Lydia Jane Stephenson Bartlett A. Stone Deborah Ann Sull Leigh Ann Thompson-Herron Katrina Marie Timson Martha Caroline Tucci-Wang Carl Eugene Vance William Edward Voit Matthew M. Wagner Emily Rose Ward William Vaughn Ward Debra Lynn Webb William Paul Welker Kimberly Lynne Werner Linda Sue West Beth Ann White Brian Rusty Wigal Barbara Tully Wills Risa Lynn Withrow Gregory Allen Worley David Charles Yale Elizabeth Marie York Alan Jeffry Yost Katherine Meiring Zitter 
Associate Degree Candidates The Associate degree honor graduates are distinguished by the Royal Blue Stoles worn with their caps and gowns. 
With High Honors These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.7 to 4.0. Barbara Ann Meyer Carter Cathy Little Craig Tamera.Jo Currey Martha Theresa Czeskleba Mary G. Davis Sharon Carter Horn Deborah Lynn Jaynes Dartana Lynn Baker McClain Rhonda Diania Sargent Mary Elizabeth Smith Susan Patricia Snodgrass Sara Ann Stoffregen Dorothy Ward Williams Lois Jeannine Carson Wilson Bobbie Jo Wood Helen M. Yater 
With Honors These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.3 to 3.69. Jody Kay Abrams Karlena Gail Adkins Regina Gay Allen Rebecca Diane Astorg Julia Dymphena Gaughan Bodamer Jeri Lynn Carver Janet Elaine Childers Anna Marie Conn Abigail Beulah Craft Helen Louise Crews Taube Marie Cyrus Gregory Alan Dailey Wendi Rada Evans Tawyana Mae Lucas Fleming Rebecca Reynolds Huff Jami Lynn Hughes Howard Edward McDaniel Ressa Naomi Johnson McFann Robin Lynn McKeny Kecia Rena Moten Kimberly Van Naseef Fontaina Lou Neal Deborah Lewis Newcome Angela Darleen Perry Kany Stollings Rutherford Karen Gale Sampson Wilma Irene Stover Judith Faye Lovejoy Swanson Jamie Ann Thompson Yoko Suzuki Maria Toinette Talerico-Salisbury Toni Noreen Vulhop JoBeth Wilson 
Military Commissions United States Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps The following individuals will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at Marshall University, May 12, 1984: *Francis W. Bannister, Jr, Regular Army (Medical Services)*Lori L. Bannister, Regular Army (Ordnance)Donald L. Brown, United States Army Reserve (Engineers)James L. Failor, United States Army Reserve (Aviation)James F. Fain, United States Army Reserve (Field Artillery)*Richard L. Ferguson, Regular Army (Field Artillery)*Jennifer L. Ferman, Regular Army (Signal Corps)Terry R. Ferrell, United States Army Reserve (Armor)*Susan J. Lewis, Regular Army (Transportation Corps)Cheryl R. Lumford, United States Army Reserve (Signal Corps)*Anne J-I. Morris, Regular Army (Signal Corps)Tammy L. Miracle, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned)Henry E. Moody, United States Army Reserve (Engineers)Dallas W. Plumley, United States Army Reserve, (Ordnance)*Gregory L. Spears, Regular Army (Educational Delay for Medical School)Rodney L. Stidom, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned)Robert L. Stout, Jr, United States Army Reserve (Engineers)Myra L. Taylor, United States Army Reserve (Ordnance)William S. Wallace, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned)*Samuel P. West, Regular Army (Field Artillery)The following individuals have been commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army since May 1983: *George W. Baker, Regular Army (Adjutant Generals Corps)*Carl W. Barbour, United States Army Reserve (Signal Corps)*John H. Brunetti, United States Army Reserve (Field Artillery)Douglas B. Chambers, United States Army Reserve (Armor)Barbara J. Livingston, United States Army Reserve (Engineers)*Rodney Neal Whitt, Regular Army (Ordnance)Karl A. Snider, United States Army Reserve (Infantry)*Thomas W. Yeager, United States Army Reserve (Aviation)*Distinguished Military Graduates
PHOTO BY TIM GROBE 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education 
Candidates presented by Dr. Jack Maynard, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1984 
Bachelor of Arts 
Alice Faye Gore Adams 
Amy M. Adkins 
Myra Paige Arrington Banks 
Helen Oma Blevins 
Matthew Sands Bokovitz 
Sharon LeAnn Bostic 
Robert Riggs Bowman 
Beth Ann Bradley 
Veella Renee Brooks 
Marsha Kay Browning 
Jeffrey Brent Buck 
Juanita Arnold Call 
Dorothy R. Caudill 
Robin Leigh Chaney 
Lisa Ann Chapman 
Kelly Denise Cielensky 
Donna Gale Clark 
Samuel McClain Cliff 
Patricia Jean Cobb 
Phyllis McCloud Collins 
Roger Malcolm Cosgro 
Terri Lynn Cottrill 
Judith Lynn Cunningham 
Donna Lynn Brown Currey 
Erlah Hartz Davis 
Debbie Lynn Diamond 
Aleisa Marie Dolloph 
Mary Elizabeth Duty 
Orelaine Gloria Moncer Elkins 
Catherine Ann Evans 
Terry Richard Ferrell 
Paula Jean Flinn 
Valerie Lynn Gabehart 
Edward J. Ganim 
Margaret M. Gibbins 
Laura Lee Marshall Gibson 
Sheri Robin Goan 
Kaylene Sue Godby 
Jeanne Ellen Gongola 
John Manuel Gonzales 
Emily Jane Griffis 
Rebecca Jean Haer 
Deborah Lynn Hagley 
Linda Gayle Hall 
Nora Robin Hall 
Lana Gail Haney 
Joe Dick Hardin, Jr. 
Sherry L. Harrison 
Steven Phillip Hart 
Beverly Lynne Hayes 
Teresa Leigh Hensley 
Malinda Kay Hilemn 
Rosanna Young Hines 
Jami Lynn Hodges 
Karen Elizabeth Dillon Hodges 
Mickey R. Holley 
Jeffrey Dana Holliday 
Steven Dean Hunt 
Tamara Dawn Jenkins 
Matthew L. Johnson 
Jeffrey Scott Jones 
Theodore Thomas Keown 
Judy Estelle King 
Kristy Ann Kirby 
Dena Marie Knicely 
Marcia Ellen Lanyon 
·-
Carla Joette Legge 
William Francis Leinweber 
Sheila Lyn Lively 
Sherry A. Lucas 
Tammy Renee Lucas 
Myra Jenn Hutchison Lydick 
Tammy Renee Marsh 
Leah Michele Maynard 
Jane Ann McCallister 
Randy E. McCallister 
Sandra Mechael McCloud 
Rebecca Ellen McDavid 
Paula Kay Meadows 
Anne Maria Medley 
Lisa Kaye Melton 
Steven W. Messinger 
Kathryn Caraway Miller 
Lynn L. Beckdahl Mitterholzer 
Amy Gwen Mullett 
Joan Ella Mullins 
Tina Gwan Neal 
Susan Carol Pachuta 
Christopher Lee Parsons 
Mary Susan Parsons 
Timothy Joseph Payton 
Dani Lynn Penvose 
Deborah E. Reed Perdue 
Carolyn Madden Perry 
Jeanay Susan Perry 
Michele Marie Perry 
Sandra K. Brumfield Preston 
Deanna Gail Samples Racer 
Jeffrey Alan Raines 
Wanda L. Ramey 
Rosemary Maynard Rutherford 
Flecia Ann Salisbury 
Drema K. Shamblin 
Robin Lynn Silman 
Okey Lee Smith 
Jon Barry Spradlin 
Patricia Conley Spradlin 
Daniel Harley Spurgeon 
Teresa Eileen Spurgeon 
Lydia Jane Stephenson 
Martha Lee Stiwinter 
Bryan Kypke Summer 
Cathy Lynn Nester Sweeney 
Carmella Sue Thompson 
Mark Aaron Turnbull 
Jacqueline Lee Underwood 
Donna Jo Yankovich 
Laura Thackston Vass 
Billy Stephen Vinson 
Terrie Lee Walker 
Tina Honaker Walker 
Pamela Swann Ward 
Jennifer Lynne Warth 
Lisa Ann Watson 
Randall M. Webb 
Nina Denise Wellman 
Pamela Jay Wellman 
Kimberly Lynne Werner 
Beth Ann White 
Lori Lynn Williams 
Bachelor of Science 
Tony Kevin Knight 
David Paul McKinney 
Mary Elizabeth Volk 
Degrees Granted December 17, 1983 
Bachelor of Arts 
Pamela Annette Abston 
Sharon Adkins 
Richard Elmer Aliff 
Patricia Gayle Wolfe Anderson 
Wilma Louise Anderson 
Amy Suzanne Ball 
Tara Lynne Beaty 
Lori Jean Bitner 
Robin Lynn Blankenship 
Scott Wilson Bookman 
Linda Billups Boshell 
Joseph Andrew Bryant 
James Robert Calhoun, 11 
Susan Ann Carrico 
Toni Renita Cisco 
Pamela Caroline Clark 
Tina Sue Coates 
Susan Marie Conrad 
Sandra Lee Curry 
Angela Kay Cutright 
Rebecca Susan Daugherty 
Mary Louise Davis 
Susan Elizabeth Davis 
Tauna Jo Davis 
Linda Rose Mahon Dingess 
Theresa Ann Raines Dingess 
Maria Andrade Dominguez 
Betty Chaney Edwards 
Mary Meade Eves 
Deborah L. Holstine Falbo 
Earlie Marie Ferguson 
Linda Carol Franklin 
Terry Rae French 
Mary Jane Garrett 
Terry Lee Godfrey 
Diana Roach Hatfield 
Patricia Ann Hatten 
Catherine Elizabeth Hayes 
Margaret Lizabeth Hellstern 
Christina Marie Hensil 
Nancy Gail Booton Hensley 
David Brian Hetzer 
Cheri Denise Hutchison 
Elizabeth Sue Kidwell Johnson 
Sharon Guara Johnson 
Kimberly Booton Justice 
Sue A. Kinder 
Mary Elaine King 
Sandra Kay Lowe 
Jeanie G. Lucas 
Katherine P. Evans Manley 
Donna Lutz Mauk 
Melanie Kay McCollister 
Dana Carol Osburn 
Sue Ellen Parker 
Susan Ray Popp 
Cynthia Leigh Prunty 
Gweneth Coleen Ramey 
Jill Aida Ramey 
Kristina Louise Ray 
Nancy Jannel Reinhardt 
Vaughn Gibson Rhudy 
Lenora E. Richardson 
F 
John Kermit Robinette Jill Lynn Rowland Bonnie Sue Skiles Marsha Jeannine Smith Jeane Ann Snow Michael B. Staggs Pamela Lynn Steele Deborah Gay Terry Leska Ann Timmons Vontella Ann Timmons Beth Graves Tufts Oran Edward Warder Cora Jane Webb Debra Lynn Webb Mary Louise Winans 
Degrees Granted August 19, 1983 Bachelor of Arts Delana Coleen Blevins Armand Sanguigni Borgese Riley Dale Browning Harvie Clyde Christie Rita Daugherty Cline Dallas Jean Corns Cheryl Crabtree Gladys Elaine Brickles Grimmett Alice Lucille Grubb Kathleen Ingles Heineman Cheryl Lynn Jordan Jennifer Lynn Matheny Margaret Ann Casey Morgan Paul Nelson Patricia Devore Perdue Victory W. Ramey James Thomas Ross Bridget Mary Ryan Toni Rae Darnell Simpson Teresa Lynn Toler 
Degrees Granted July 15, 1983 Bachelor of Arts Ruth Lynn Brumfield Adkins Desiree Gaye Brewer Monica Lynn Cyrus John Joseph Gagai Sherrie Lynn Harless Phillip Anthony Headley Brenda Lynn Lewis Candace Suzanne Osburn Keith Courtland Otte College of Educati�n Alma Maria Wooley Katherine Meiring Zitter . Bachelor of Science Karen Sue Gibson Patricia Dale Holcomb Trent Kathy Wallace Vickers Geraldine Frances Wade Bachelor of Science John Hart Brunetti, II Margaret Aime Calcutt Mickey E. Porter Jeffrey Alan Tilley Rhonda Kay Perkins Lisa Ann Puthoff Nancy Ellen Salter Jan Denise Weekly 
College of Liberal Arts Candidates presented by Dr. Alan B. Gould, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1984 Bachelor of Arts Deborah K. Adkins Cynthia Carolyn Agee Scott Walter Andrews Brentley Keith Archer Micki Rene Auer James Wilmer Backus, Jr. Susanna Ruth Bair William David Barnes Theodore Allen Black James Thomas Boggs Amy Elizabeth Bolen Mark Elwood Bowman Timothy A. Bradford Michael Scott Brandabur Jane Lee Branstitter Douglas Charlton Brown Johnnie Edward Brown Phillip Mahlon Brown Cynthia Dawn Brumfield Cathy L. Caruthers Dani Regina Chicarell Joseph D. Ciccarello Leah Anne Clark David Kirby Collett, Jr. Sarah Kushleen Conaty Molly Cooke Amy Lynn Corron M. Lynette CottonBetty Ann Cowles • Virginia Ruth Adamski CoxSara Margaret CrickenbergerRodney Shawn CrihfieldMark Timothy CrumBrian Alexander Darst Nanette S. Davidson Cesar F. Dominguez Candyce Alise Patterson Dorcas Twyla Renee Edgell Vicky Lynn Elkins James Frederick Fain Jennifer Lee Ferman Alisa Ann Fink Colette Fraley Gregory Bryan Friel Rebecca T. Fuller Ruth Lillian Giachino Bruce Anthony Gilbert Timothy Michael Gillion Anita Suellen Greathouse Jennifer Janicki Groves Dianna Lynn Gullickson Tyrone Bing Hairston Glenn Evan Hartway Nancy Kay Hathaway Steven Charles Hausar Christi Lynn Himmelrick Mary Elizabeth Hooten Timothy Tracy Howard Tracey Louise Hughes Baxter Neel Hunter Rose Anita Hutchinson Susan Marie Jennings James H. Johnson Lorraine Elizabeth King Ramona June Klein Constance Camille Lackey Jamie Jones Lawrence Sarah Joyce Leaberry Lisa Francine Lewis Marshall Hamilton Lewis Ronald Eugene Lewis Terry Lee Lewis Kim Kay London Jack Gibson Lovejoy Carol Martin Barbara Ann May Mary Lynn Meadows Randall L. Meredith Edward K. Merritt Linda Cole Moffett Deborah Lynn Montgomery Terri Lynn Moore John Patrick Nolan Cynthia Kay Parkey Rosemary White Parkins Scarlett S. Pauley Patrick Vincent Peyton Sharon Ann Premo Alvie Edward Qualls, II Andrew Charles Raab John H. Ray Theresa Leah Rood Laurie E. Ross Judy Mae Rowe Angela Maria Theresa Scionti Wayne Allen Scott Kevin P. Shortel Grace Lucille Simmons Edwin Lee Skeens, Jr. Amanda Faye Smith Vicki Lynn Smith Vivian Marie Taylor 
Bruce Allen Thompson Maria Annette Reger Melissa Ann Samples Kimberly Dawn l}llom Kimberly S. Rider Deborah Ann Sull Rhonda Leigh Walker Tamara L. Seitz Jeffrey V. Wall Robert Alan Squicciarini 
Bachelor of William Paul Welker Steven John Stanley Anita Joy Winters Brenda Joyce Thomas Fine Arts William P. Wittich Preston Thompson 
Bachelor of Science 
David Scott Tyree Victoria Lynn Boatright Victor Alexander Udeh Joan Carol Wheeler T amberly Dawn Boster Gregory Alan Bradley Timothy Wayne Wilson Judith Witten Crabtree James William Brown, Ill Karen Louise Faust Karla Kosem Cain Bachelor of Robin Lynne Ferguson Cynthia Lynn Callison Marjorie Sue Fitzsimmons Lynne Ellen Coppala Social Work Jane Hower Frassinelli Mark David Dupay Craig Allen Johnson James Leo Failor Kimberly Ann Kazmierski Kenneth S. Grossman Francis William Bannister Robbin Lynn Reed Guy Matthias Kimbrough Raymond Moorman Crowder, Jr. Jack Marvin Rife, Jr. Pablo E. Martinez Jacqueline Faye Gullion Michael Shawn Steffen Mark Louis Owens Ron Anthony Lear Martha Caroline Tucci-Wang Mich.ael G. Perry Mia Claire Moran 
Degrees Granted December 17, 1983 
Bachelor of Arts Cheryl Delaney Palmieri David Charles Yale Patricia Ann Plummer Dale Montgomery Rice Stephen Edward Bailey Kenneth Eugene Shepard Bachelor of Jennifer Leigh Ball Kay Ann Smith Social Work Michael Bradley Binder Lee Ann Smith Kimberly Wolfe Campbell Donald Stuart Yoke Gregory Bruce Carroll Kelly Ann Myers Zoe Allison Cohen Danny Ray Cottle Bachelor of Science Bachelor of Madonna Marie Farrell Marianna Michelle Footo Carl Wesley Barbour Fine Arts John Williams Friedman Richard Gregory Cover Robert Fugate Edward J. Hentges Teia Kayann Hoover Blair Stephen Hopkins Michael Landon Boster Kathy Louise Johnson Rick Delane Keith Anne Huntington Crozier Jerry Roderick Keene James Joseph Lombardi Alice Irene Kelley William Mark Lobaldo Shaun Matthew Mc Whorter Joy Lee Ripper Todd Russell Marcum Susan Jean Posego Matthew Clark Wolfe Carole Diane McCallister Marcia Sue Miller Juliana Catherine Sexton 
Degrees Granted August 19, 1983 Bachelor of Arts Hazel Sue Norris Edmonds Tina Denise Foster Mark Harrison Hayes Debra Ann Jackson Dovie Lynn Jones Sharon Mitchell Michael Eugene Perry Melissa Lynn Phelps Aimee Therese Rush Amber Leigh Stewart Bachelor of Science Karen Michele Gebhardt John Sherman Johnson Philip Joseph Manilla Barbara Ann Myers Gregg H. Schneider Charles Andrew Shields Michele Marie Tepe Bachelor of Social Work Tammy Patterson Bachelor of Fine Arts Barry Alan Frye 
Degrees Granted July 15, 1983 Bachelor of Arts Brett Kevin Bailey Mary Virginia Barlow Christopher Howard Fabry John Paul McCoy, Jr. Jon Victor McGlone Stanley Joseph Ostrosky Vickie Ellen Shank Jean Marie Stetzler Bachelor of Science Rebecca Jane Cornell William Joseph Gleason, Jr. John Kenneth Hillyer College of Liberal Arts 
College of Business 
Candidates presented by Dr. Robert P. Alexander, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1984 Bachelor of Business Administration Charles Edward Adkins, Jr. Nkem Anikpe Akaosa Christina Hale Anderson Elizabeth Laura Appell Samuel Joseph Aquino John Benard Arbaugh Judith Ann Atkinson Lori Lyn Bannister Charlie Joe Bardwell Melinda Gail Barr Daniel Hylton Bicknell Robert Chavis Billups Susan Lynne Bird Allison Hager Blake Charles Lee Blankenship Denney William Bostic Neil Bruce Bowyer Scott Wesley Bradford Jeffrey Eugene Braucher Patricia Ann Broce Mary Jane Brookover Warren Frederick Brown Troy Browning, Jr. William Fleming Buckner, II Jean Ann Burdette Robert Bradford Burdick Rhonda Lynn Burford David Scott Cantor Diane Teresa Carnes Gregory Lee Carney Joseph Caro Amanda Ruth Carter Virginia Sue Carter Karen Kimberly Cash Gary Dean Caudill Ricky Lane Chapman Charles Ellis Chappell, Jr. Cheryl Gay Childers Katherine Hurst Clagg Edward Lee Clatworthy Ginny Brown Cline Maylene Edith Cole Michal Lee Comer Charles William Coughlan Elmer Paul Cox Travis Neal Cox Sherri Lynn Crane Willi Ann Crawford Cynthia Lynn Curry Nancy Louise Cutlip Judy Bullard Dailey Lila Jane Deaton Diane DeMartino Timothy Wayne Dohm Todd Christopher Dudley Denise Elizabeth Dye Chiekezi Augustine Ebomuche Amy Susan Edens Jeffrey A. Ellis Paulinus M. Emedosi Craig Roderick Endert Donald Stephen Ewanus Jeffrey Ellis Finch William Daniel Fitch John Anthony Fitzgerald Tanya Leigh Jones Full Steven Dean Furne Sara Campbell Garska Charles Richard Gaskins Ellen Rene George Joseph Gregory Giles James Michael Gillispie Joan Annette Godbey Judy Kaye Goodnite Lesa Kay Griffith Donald Perry Grimmett Aaron Joseph Grinnan James Harold Haas, Jr. Raymond Scott Haga James Craig Hale James Byron Hall Robert Baker Hasbrouck Mitzi Denee Hatley Mark Linsey Helmer Cecelia Craycraft Hemlepp Tony Leon Henderson Karen Lynn Henry Charles Hicks, Jr. Gail Ann Hicks Joni Ann Hillman Ricky Leon Hite John Andrew Holmes Joan Helen Houston David Michael Humphreys Cletus Chukwuma lbik Susan Elizabeth Jacquet Michael R. Jenkins Robert Dean Jennings James Arthur Johnson Stephen Wayne Jones Jeffery Allen Joyce Barry Karl Justice Karen A. Kapp Kim Alan Keller Bruce Wendell Kesler Brenda Maxwell Keyser Sylvia Kathleen Kidd J. Mark KillingsworthKenneth Barry KincaidJohn Patrick KinderJudith Suzanne Koontz 11 '' 
Brett Alan Lafferty Carol Yvonne Land Anne Lanette Lewis Susan Joyce Lewis James Scott Lipford Roberta Croyle Lucas Daniel Thomas McCown Stephen Matthew McKenzie Randall R. McVay Kathleen Mullarky McVey Douglas Farris Mease George E. Mesaros Clifford Messer, Jr. Daniel V. Metropouios Kathy Renee Midkiff Katherine Ross Miller Maryjo Miller Joseph Thomas Moreland Susan Beth Morton Sara Beth Nay Ted Yost Neal William Eugene Neptune, Jr. David Marlo Niblick Augustine Alozie Nwakanma Richard Martin O'Neill Philip Jacob Oreh George Elmer Parrish Robert Eugene Pasley Richard C. Patrick Mary Elizabeth Patteson Lynda Lee Payne Valerie Lynn Pearson Charles Eugene Peters David Carlyle Pike Lisa Jo Pruner Diane Lynn Rasmussen Larry David Ratliff Jerold John Rice, Jr. Charlotte Denise Roberts Richard Winslow Rogers John Dominick Romeo Cathy Ann Roush Stacy R. Sagar Michael Rudolph Schnell Sonia Kay Scyoc Christopher David Setter Leslie Karen Setterman Steve LeRoy Sherrod Timothy Dale Smith John C. Sodini Mary Louise Spurlock Julie Anne Stanek Lisa Anne Stanley William Andrew Stapleton L. E. StatenBryan Flynn SteppSteven Ray StonestreetAnthony James StradwickJeffrey Craig StromfeldJohn David StuartJoseph H. StuartDaniel Thomas SullivanDaryl Scott SwavelyCarla Marie TaylorGolda Pertee TaylorLeigh Ann Thompson-HerronKandi Sue TweedyValerie Dawn VanMatreWilliam Arthur VaughanKelly A. WagnerMatthew M. WagnerJames Lee WalkerEmily Rose WardWilliam Vaughn Ward College of Business Cynthia Lynn Watson Karen Joyce Westfall Glenn White Gregory Shawn White Joleni White Raymond Lee Wilcox, Sr. Amy Marie Wildermuth John Gregory Williams Susan Renee Wilson Ira Lee Wood, Jr. Keith Malcolm Woodrum Todd Clayton Wullenweber Teresa Eileen Yoho Bachelor of Science Robert Daniel Boag Suzanne Davis Carter Jacqueline Conley Salhin Bashir El-ahjji Kamal Ibrahim Elgayed Robert William Grudier Whitney Everett Hess Denise L. Hicks J. R. Hodel Jeffrey Brian Horner Raymond James LeMaster, II Carolyn Annette Massie Diana Lynn Miller Mark Allen Smith Stuart Edward Smith Debra Joan Stemple Pranom Lousrisupachai Sumner Mehran Vahedy-Avval Jeffrey Charles Winters Robert Keith Wood 
Degrees Granted December 1 7, 1983 Bachelor of Business Administration Cheryl Annette Adkins John Alan Adkins Lesha Sanders Adkins Keleel Abraham Ammar, III Allen Kent Anderson Deidra Ann Bailey Dianna Preece Bailey Patricia Denise Baisden Randall Lee Baisden Larry Steven Ball David Russell Banker Mary Ann Barber Robert Mark Bias Sherry Jean Bohrer Tammy Lane Bonar Stephen Naylor Boyd Gregory Alan Burgess Warren Thomas Canterbury 
Harold Joseph Carico John Murray Chambers David Ray Chute Tracey Lynn Clark John David Clatworthy Steven Devorro Cleckley Beth Starling Corbitt Elizabeth Ann Craycraft James Edward Curtis, II Gianellita Montero Dala Todd Alan Dawson Michael Raymond Ewing Kerry Kendal Felton James Lewis Ferrell, II Patricia Joanne Field Phillip Bradley Franklin James William Gabehart Brenda Ann Garner Ted Alan Gillette Joseph Michael Gliserman Mary Margaret Greco Joy Jaye Griffith George Herman Hall Paul Orlady Hamer, III Amy Elizabeth Hayden Gregory Wayne Hinkle Charles Russell Howdyshell Matraji Bin Ibrahim Michael Alan Johnson Lawrence John Joseph Kevin Bradley Judd Carol Lee Kaiser Bernie Lee Kerns Feroze Khan Stanley Alan Lane Mark Andrew Lilly Barbara Jean Livingston Margaret Ann Lozano Eric Scott Lucas Loretta Ross Martin Lynn Anne McClain Douglas Willard McCorkle Andrew David McCray Herma Wheeler McKenzie Mark Dawayne McWilliams Richard Robert Measures, Jr. Karl Andrew Meek James Isaac Midkiff Thomas Franklin Mitchell, Jr. Jane Gates Moore Velma Richards Moore David Owen Morgan David Wesley Morris Carla Susan Morrison Marilyn Carol Nevin Kate Okwundu Okeke Pathfins Chibuzo Okezie Marius Chigekwu Okonkwo Charles Richard Parr Lori Ann Pierson Stephen Harold Platt Annette Lucille Reckart Martha Michelle Renick Sarah Catherine Ritter Karin Helma Ross Timothy Alan Runner 
Degrees Granted August 19, 1983 Bachelor of Business Administration Robert Loring Bunting Paula Crow Cochenour Valerie Lea Coleman Matthew Scott Farmer Francisco Cenon Galvez Lesa Renee Gatens Kurt Alan Gray Patricia Elaine Grishaber Christopher Joe Harris Julia Louise Hill Alan Kenneth Mills Raymond Nonye Nnakwe Phillip Michael Shaver, II Jack Edwarcl Sheppe John Lloyd Skeans Jay Alan Smith Joseph Scott Smith Stephanie Helen Smith Robert Eugene Snyder Pete Franklin Spano, II Larry Britt Stoner Diane Millard Stringer Gregory Scott Tabor Paul David Taylor Melvin Theordore Thornhill, II Samuel Lopez Vidal John Morgan Welch Rodney Neal Whitt Richard Lee Wilson Cynthia Sias Woody Thomas Winchell Yeager Elizabeth Marie York Bachelor of Science Timothy John Buches Kenneth Albert Burch Merial Elizabeth Graff Gregory Alan Johnson Cheri Marie Ray Musgrave Fekri A. Sinan Brian Rusty Wigal Ruby Lee Yang Roger Dale Pierce Ricky Lane Propst Patrick Alan Riley James Clifford Venable, II James Robert Willis 
Degrees Granted July 15, 1983 
Bachelor of Business Administration David Lee Allen Tia Kaavirondo Beard Sheri S. Bellew Lon Matthew Cooke Kennah Pridemore Criste Rebecca Lee Croswell Cynthia Jean Denning David Wayne Harrison Dwight David Jackson Dean Scott Jones Mary Ann Keyser Ian Micheal Lazarus Michael Joseph Maier Scott Windsor Martin Daniel James Norton Ben Chidi Nwigwe College of Business George William Smith William Edward Voit Risa Lynn Withrow Bachelor of Science Spyridon Nikolaou Barouxis 
,.
College of Science Candidates presented by Dr. E. S. Hanrahan, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1984 Bachelor of Science Gregory D. Akers Ann Marie Arnold Blair Allen BarbourJames T. Brant William Scott BroscheMichael B. Carlisle Craig Anthony ClarkJennifer Lynn Cogar Michael Henry CoxDavid Lee Crowe Dayna Lynn DawseyLisa Lea Dunn Reuben I. Enebeli Azita Fareydoon-NezhadRichard Lee Ferguson Leo John Fleckenstein Robert Cecil Foster, IIIJennifer K. Fraley Dianne M. GainerLaura Gannon Dennis D. Gatrell Robert Gordon GobleMark Lee Gross Scott Allen GuthrieBachelor of Science in Chemistry Ruth M. Blackburn James Daniel Bloxton, II Debra Jane Norris Bradshaw Danny John Hackett William Albert HamptonGregory Scott HarrahKathy Sue Howard Stephen Wayne JenkinsJeffrey Emerson Jones David Clyde Jude Susan Darlene Kilgore Michael A. Kwasny Gregory Eugene LeachPamela Lynn MarplesJeffrey D. Maynard Karen Ellen McCallisterLarry Eugene Moore George B. Morrone, IIIJulia Marie Moscatello Michael Charles NieldBen Jackson O'Dell Corazon A. Pauley Marta Helena Pfutzner-KackiArthur B. Phillips, Jr.Allen M. Potter Anita Jane Pritchard Roger Dean Rose, Jr.Robert Louis EdwardsPamela Sue Evans William B. Martin Gary Dean Ross Gregory Scott SamplesRita G. SimmonsKimberly Sue Six Marsha Slaughter James Jackson Sluss, Jr.Annette Marie SmithMark Eric Smith Scott Franklin SmithGregory Lee Spears Ronald James StanekChris Alan Stolze Malcolm G. Sutherland, IIIKatrina Marie Timson Richard Julian Villarreal Glenna Marie Chasteen WaltonColbert Lowell WangJack W. Whitley Michael Corbett WiseAnthony Emil WoodsAlan Jeffry YostWilbert Alan Ullman Donald Stephen Wellman
Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology Omer Bin Avez Bashadi Mary Regina Duba Mike Min-Shern Liu Veronica JoAnn Mayes Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology Sunny Gale Hill Associate in Science in Cytotechnology Yoko Suzuki Associate in Applied Science Brenda Sue Beavers Cathy Little Craig Melda Nutter Hamrick Robin Lee Kruger Marylee Robyn McCulloh Lemaster Melanie Sue Morris College of Science Soutsada Nachampassak Gregory Allen Worley Lee Ann Nelson Bobbie Jo Wood 
Degrees Granted December 17, 1983 Bachelor of Science Penny Louise Brown Richard B. Chafin Pamela A. Cyrus Michael John McGuffey Bashir Wanis Sharif Rodney Dee Spradlin Rebecca Louise Sprowls Sidney Gene Stephenson 
Degrees Granted August 19, 1983 Bachelor of Science Terrance Richard Dragovan Michael Ray Harris Jean Marie Hill David Bruce Johnson Robin Louise Ross Bartlett A. Stone Mark Wayne Stinnett Adam Thomas Valleau Lance Maynard Williamson Barry Morris Wyant Paul Russell Wild David Michael Workman 
Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology Linda Sue West 
Degrees Granted July 15, 1983 Bachelor of Science James Eric David Melody Ann Eisenman Bachelor of Arts W. Michael Tuell Kevin Barry Lewis Steven Marshall Peppers Jeffrey Scott Riffee Ronald Earl Stanley 
School of Nursing Candidates presented by Dr. Phyllis F. Higley, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1984 Bachelor of Science in Nursing Martha Alice Annie Teresa Compton Bentley Cheryl Ann Bradley Sue Howard Conner LaJanie Mae Cook Carol Harvey Cooper Linda Gayle Carter Delong Doreen Lianna Forren Mai A./Soo Frechione Katrina Craddock Grahovac Donna Marie Harper Lynn Lewis Jarrell Deborah Lynn Jewell Deloris Mitchuson Lakia Barbara Wade Law Marie Ann Lucas Lisa Gay McCoy Oveta Lee Davis McMillian Paula DeBord Meikle Elaine Mickel Associate in Science in Nursing Jody Kay Abrams Beth Ann Adkins Karlena Gail Adkins Marlaine Dillon Adkins Susan Gay Barnette Margie Elizabeth Billups Melissa Brammer Bowman Jennifer Denise Bi;adbury Scott Crandall Bradbury Sallye Ann Brownfield Barbara Ann Meyer Carter Laura Ann Davis Carter Sara Frances Carter Jeri Lynn Carver Janet Elaine Childers Shawn Elizabeth Cline Patricia A. Conner Tammy J. Crowder Dottie Mae Cyrus Taube Marie Cyrus Glenda Jean Davis Kimberly Ann Dorsey Elizabeth Jane Doyle T awyana Mae Fleming Carolyn Bosworth Floyd Rebecca Lynn Fricke Toni Renee White Fuller Belinda Mayo Harless Sandra Jane Heck Teresa Bradley Hicks Norman Crowell Hunter Danitzca Elena Janssen Tonya Lynn Jarvis Faith Annette Johnson Katherine Ann Morgan Kinder Barbara Ann King Cherie Regina Knopp Vickie Gail Allen Lancaster Kimberly Sue Lockard Randale Lee Maynard Dartana Lynn Baker McClain Nicola Giuseppe Morabito Anjanette Morrison Vimala Nachampassak Amanda Lea Miller Angela Pansera Moore Debra Edmonds Nida Robert Kevin Nida Mary Willard Renfroe Lori A. Rutherford Jerri Lynn Shaffer Kelly Ann Zban Ruth Joann Zika Pamela Sue Neal Claire Marie Nudd Robin Lee Osborne Bonnie Sue Perkey Angela Darleen Perry Melanie Lynn Perry Clair Ann Pilcher Vicki Lynn Plants Rita Fern Betts Pridemore William Gregory Racer Constance Elaine Reynolds Jackilynn Beth Hedrick Reynolds Bret A. Rice Susan K. Robson Marietta Ann Romero Kany Stollings Rutherford Kimberly Sue Sammons Ronda Diania Sargent Angela Maria Theresa Scionti Lisa Darlene Shelton Jacqueline Hope Smith Sandra Cade Smith 
Sherrie L. Spence Joan Marie Stanek Sheila May Stephens Betty Jo Stevens T. Elaine Smith StinespringDoris Faye Spears StollingsJoanna Marie Stommel Lisa Ann Stone Jacqueline Ann Sull Patricia E. Sutphin Darcy Ann Theriault Karen Malea Thompson Kaye L. Hanshaw Trainer James Gregory Turner Donna Elizabeth Vaughan Toni Noreen Vulhop Emily Lee Ward Evelyn L. Webb Linda Jo Whitehair Kathleen Ann Wilson Larry Curtis Wilson 
Degrees Granted December 17, 1983 Bachelor of Science in Nursing Jennifer Akers Carroll Bernna Sue Starr 
Degree Granted August 19, 1983 Bachelor of Science in Nursing Joyce Elizabeth Diederich 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Degree Candidates presented by Dr. Olen E. Jones, Jr., Provost 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1984 
. Mohammad Hossein Afzalirad Jeffrey Lawrence Anderson Paul A. Belanger Rodric Myron Breland Gregory Allen Casey Robert Proctor Cassell Eugene M. Coffman Donald Michael Davis Jo Ellen Dean Thomas Aaron Deskins George Washington Dunn, Jr. Cynthia Weichmann Elliott Chris Edward Harshbarger Charles Richard Hough Thomas Lee Johnson Janis Bias Kingery Ted Brooks Law, Jr. Margaret Mary Layne Tracy Joseph Lipscomb Shirley Ann Jenkins Marcum Harold Franklin Mays Charles Peyton McCabe, III Donald Elmore McLeod, IIIRonald Gene Midkiff Michael Glenn Miller Mary Catherine Napier Frederick Brooks O'Donnell Charles William Pate James Talbert Peslis John Paul Rigsby 
Degrees Granted December 1 7, 1983 Regents Bachelor of Arts Carroll Wendell Barker, IIJames Henry Beaty Linda Whalen Boyd Timothy Breeding Dailey Eugene Bucklen Rebecca Ann Burge Glenn W. Burner Robert Dale Burns Richard Allen Chaffin William Steven Diamond Patty Lottridge Edwards Bernie Elliott, Jr. James Ronald Foreman Kay Thomas Good Mary Suzanne Hartz Lee R. W. Hill Robert Norville Huff, Jr. Roger M. Hughart Ronald Hansen Hughes Odella Girdler Lafon Darrell Gene McComas Opie Steven McKinney Harold Edwin Rollins, Jr. Laberta Stewart Salamacha Vanessa Lynn Schoonover Eric Edward Shanholtz Charles Livingston Shumaker, II Karen Joy Diamond Skeens William Russell Savine Larry Keith Stanley John Leslie Stephens Robert Scott Sullivan Ronald Clay Wilder Margaret Chafin Williams Barbara Tully Wills William Allen Winters Jane Marshall Workman Gary Wayne McNair Larry Wayne Musick Charles Michael Skeens Nancy Ball Sonis James Franklin Stewart Joanna Lambros Svingos Stanley Eugene Traylor Violet Mae Neswold Trulson Carl Eugene Vance Linda Rankin Ward Charles Michael Woyan 
Degrees Granted August 19, 1983 Regents Bachelor of Arts Marlene Comstock Boyd Danny Leland Chaffin Fred W. Copley Jesse Wayne Elswick Diana Marie Johnston Farley Joan Elizabeth Fruth Kathleen Reedy Kowalski David A. Smith Michael Douglas Triplett Deleno H. Webb, III Gary Allen Wick Jarrett Malcolm Wood, Jr. 
Degrees Granted July 15, 1983 Regents Bachelor of Arts Pauline Dixon Jouan Lee Ann Welch 
Community College Candidates presented by Dr. F. David Wilkin, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1984 Associate in Applied Science Sharon Marie Annett Barbara Ann Aretz Rebecca Diane Astorg Sheila Annette Bennett Curtis Eugene Broyles Charles Spurgin Casey, Jr. Anna Marie Conn Helen Louise Crews Tamera Jo Currey Martha Theresa Czeskleba Gregory Alan Dailey Mary G. Davis Judy T. Plymale Donovan John William Finlay Carl Howard Flint Maurica Eileen Goodnite Kimberly Diane Harmon Steven Phillip Hart William Craig Holley Ronald Henderson Hooser Sharon Carter Horn Brian Andrew Howard Debra S. Hunter Deborah Lynn Jaynes Cheryl Ann Jenkinson Patona Leigh Jones David Randolph Jonese Michele Marie Keller Christine Louise Taylor Keyser Andrew Douglas Lambert Lori Ann Langfitt Rhonda Kay Lawson Tammy Gayle Lepp Shelia Marcum Roy Lee McCallister Pamela Jean McClung Tracy Denise McDowell Ressa Naomi Johnson McFann Katherine McKeand Robin Lynn McKeny Kimberly Michele Mellert Mark David Miller Jacqueline M. Moore Kecia Rena Moten Kimberly Van Naseef Deborah Lewis Newcome Kevin Winford Nicholas Brenda Sue Nuckles Carrie Lynne Patterson Lane M. Patton Pamela Sue Pettry Sharon Denise Poff Angela Renee Price Mary Katherine Prino Jessie Lynn Richardson Ginger Leigh Rose Dwight Daniel Russell Karen Gale Sampson Dina Schoolcraft Dora Ann Scott William Earnest Shank Michael Allen Shepard George William Shirey Mary Elizabeth Smith Janet Lynn Smithers Susan Patricia Snodgrass Lisa Carol Stambaugh Sara Ann Stoffregen Flem Stroud Christopher K. Suits Judith Faye Swanson Maria Toinette Talerico-Salisbury Susan Dawn Thomas Jamie Ann Thompson Jo La Nette Tiller Abby Topping Ruth Turner Linda Runyon Walters Sheri Danette Waugh Earl Austin Whitmore, Jr. Billy Gene Wiley, II JoBeth Wilson Kathryn Jo Wilson Lois Jeannine Carson Wilson Jeanna Marlene Wintz Helen M. Yater 
---
Degrees Granted December 1 7, 1983 Associate in Applied Science Regina Gay Allen Robert James Boggess John Russell Bonham Kevin Charles Booton Diana Maria Britton Cheryl Jean Broyles Mary Elizabeth Browning Virginia Mae Campbell Lisa Renee Clevenger Abigail Beulah Craft John Daymon Crum James Franklin Curnutte Sue Carol Cutright Wendi Rada Evans Tina Rae Ferguson Judith Patrice Gibbs Michael David Groves Lisa Lynn Harless Laura Suzanne Huff Rebecca Reynolds Huff Jami Lynn Hughes Sharon Lynn Justice Andrew David Lacy Mary Carolyn Lawrence Sandra Kay Lindsey Jill I Lee Long Kathy Ann Marcum Howard Edward McDaniel Michael Glenn Miller Cheryl Lynn Pickens Morales 
Degrees Granted August 19, 1983 Associate in Applied Science Dawn Denise Bibbee Julia Dymphena Gaughan Bodamer Melissa Anne Gaines Angeline Suzette Graham Brian Andrew Howard Leanne Michelle Jacobs 
Degrees Granted July 15, 1983 Associate in Applied Science David Allan Blake Virginia Templin Licklider Carla Sue Pollock Bethany Ann Rogers Stephen J. Napier Fontaina Lou Neal Neicsa Annetta Page Darlena Annette Reynolds Denise Lynn Reynolds Paul Cyrus Ritchie, Jr. Wilma Irene Stover Charles Joseph Traubert Stephanie Ann Trimble Karen Ann Tucker Melinda Ann Welch Joseph G. Woelfel Teresa Lynn Wood Lisa Ann Workman Dorothy Ward Williams Joyce Lynn Wolfgang 
Graduate School 
Candidates presented by Dr. Robert F. Maddox, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1984 Master of Arts William Ezra Adams Marshall University History Martha Anne Alderman University of Charleston History David Allen Marshall University Counseling Kamyar Arasteh Marshall University Psychology Hazel Boyce Bartram Marshall University Elementary Education Henry Aaron Bell Indiana University Political Science Bertha Anne Berry Marshall University Counseling Sharon Annette Bias Marshall University Geography Helen Gayle Nickles Boley Marshall University Secondary Education Cheryl A. Bruni Edinboro State College Speech Pathology and Audiology Linda Betts Burdick University of Maryland Special Education Bernard A. Carter Marshall University Counseling Mary E. Stover Causey Marshall University Elementary Education Elise MacDaniel Cauthorn West Virginia Institute of Technology English Nancy Chapman Pikeville College Elementary Education Carol Lynn Clark Marshall University Special Education Kevin Lee Clauson Marshall University Political Science Donna Lynn Clay Marshall University Elementary Education Sandra V. Collins Berea College Music Louise Messer Crum Marshall University Elementary Education Deborah Noble Daniels Marshall University Special Education Roger Cameron Dean Marshall University Geography Terry Darlene Petry Dellinger Shepherd College Distributive Education Deborah Gale Dempsey Marshall University Counseling Robert E. Dittmer John Carroll University Speech Debra Frances Egnor Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Thomasanna Propst Epperhart Marshall University Elementary Education 
Lura June McElwee Fauber Emma Jean Ladd Kebler Marshall University Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Home Economics Helen Hage Freeman Debra Dillon Kimbler Marshall University Marshall University Communication Arts Elementary Education Constance Betty Louise Gearhart Lisa Carole King Marshall University Marshall University Special Education Speech Pathology and Audiology Jana Lynn Godby Cheryl Ball Kirpalani Marshall University Miami University Special Education Speech Pathology and Audiology Kristine Marie Hackleman Susan Baker Koch Southern Missionary College Armstrong State College 
Art Speech Pathology and Audiology Linda Maynard Hager Yuan-Pyng Lee Marshall University T amkang University Elementary Education Sociology William E. Haley, Jr. Faye H. Lesher Saint Lawrence University Marshall University Speech Home &onomics Teresa Jeanne Harrold Alisa Mauk Lively Marshall University Marshall University Art Counseling Beth Ann Heflin Kimberly Z. Lovinski Marshall University Bowling Green University Counseling English Jack E. Hillard Cynthia Lee Martin Transylvania University Marshall University Communication Arts Speech Vernenna Donell Hodges Connie Gorby Mays Marshall University Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Mathematics Linda Harkins Hoffman Lois Elaine McClaugherty West Virginia State College West Virginia State College Social Studies Elementary Education Mark Allen Hunt Sandra Kay McCormick University of Charleston Marshall University Political Science Sociology Diana A. Joseph Susan Kaye McGlothen University of Kentucky Marshall University Educational Administration Elementary &fucation Sidni McCluer Monroe State University of New York at Buffalo Special Education Marianne Morrison Mansfield State College Elementary Education Darrell Glenn Mullins University of Maryland Speech Lawrence R. Murphy Marshall University Mathematics Brenda K. Lilly Murray Marshall University Home &onomics Ron A. Oliver Marshall University Educational Administration Michael R. Patrick Marshall University Biological Sciences Karen Straley Peck University of Charleston Social Studies Kenneth G. Perdue Marshall University Mathematics Mark Steven Rapp Marshall University Special Education Patricia Stroupe Ratliff Marshall University Counseling Martha Lynn Reed Glenville State College Music Elizabeth Russell Rickett Montevallo University Distributive Education Sylvia C. Ridgeway Marshall University Secondary Education 
Anne Switalski Schramm 
Ohio University Special Education 
Carla J. Seamonds 
Marshall University Counseling 
Frances Jean Seckman 
West Virginia Wesleyan College Home &onomics 
John Robert Shannon 
Darmouth University English 
Diane Marie Thompson Shott 
Marshall University 
Home Economics 
Elizabeth Champe Simmons 
University of Charleston Speech Patlwlogy and Audiology 
Major Williams Simms, Jr. 
Marshall University Special Education 
Irene Messer Smith 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Janette Auline Stinebaugh 
Southwest Missouri State University Speech Patlwlogy and Audiology 
Susan Carol Sunday 
Concord College Library Science Education 
Kurt Taft Taube 
Marshall University Psyclwlogy 
Judy Louise May Taylor 
Marshall University Music 
Jo Ann Jeanette Tripp 
Houghton College Biological Sciences 
Tamela Anna Varney 
Pennsylvania State University Special Education Tammy Lee Wall Marshall University Speech Georgeann M. Warfuel Marshall University Counseling Russell David Watkins Marshall University Communication Arts Lisa C. Whaley Marshall University Speech Sheryl Lynn White Marshall University Speech Catherine Ellen Williams Marshall University Speech Patlwlogy and Audiology Debbie Lynn Wooten Marshall University Special Education Jeanne Carryl Wray Lynchburg College Elementary Education Master of Science Phillip D. Adkins Marshall University Safety Robin Lynn Asbury West Virginia University Adult Education John H. Aukerman Anderson College Adult Education Rebecca Ann Baker Concord College Vocational Technical Educaton Gary Dean Baldwin Shepherd College Safety Graduate Sclwol Drema Gail Bias Marshall University Safety Robert Lee Boroski Concord College Safety Dennis Jack Canterbury Marshall University Safety Joe Chafin Marshall University Safety Lyla McKee Copley Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Larry Rodger Cummings University of South Florida Vocational Technical Education Kenneth Teter Davidson West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Kim Renee Estep West Virginia State College Safety Walter Wilton Fansler, III Bridgewater College Biological Sciences Curtis Eugene Finney Marshall University Safety Arthur Lee Frederick Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Ronald Wayne Grimes West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Timothy Alan Grobe Marshall University Safety Kathryn Lynn Hackney University of Charleston Health and Physical Education 
Johnnie Ray Hamilton James Lowell Nowling, Jr. Eugene Smith 
Marshall University West Virginia Wesleyan College Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Safety Vocational Technical Education 
Thomas M. Harmon Patrick C. O'Donoghue Rodney Michael Stacy 
Marshall University James Madison University Marshall University Safety Health and Physical Education Safety 
Betsy Brinkley Henry Eloise Rock Puglisi Norma Elizabeth Stadvec 
University of Kentucky West Virginia University Mount Vernon Nazarene College Biological Sciences Vocational Technical Education Safety 
Edsel E. Redden Mary Sandra Stevens Dona Eileen Hood Jones 
Concord College West Virginia University Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Vocational Technical Education Biomedical Sciences 
Gary Wayne Kiser Archie Cephas Robinson Iris McIntosh Subrick 
Berea College West Virginia Wesleyan College West Virginia University Safety Biological Sciences Adult Education 
Ann Cusick Maloney 
Janet Elizabeth Robinson James Russell Titsworth 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
Wheeling College State University 
East Carolina University Biological Sciences Biological Sciences Health and Physical Education 
Ahmad Azimi Manavian David Lee Rose James Ridgeway Vilseck 
West Virginia Institute of Technology West Virginia Wesleyan College Virginia Polytechnic Institute and Physical Science Safety State University 
Reva Beckett Sanders 
Safety 
Susan 0. Mankin 
University of Charleston West Virginia University Calvin Leo Ward Vocational Technical Education Physical Science Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
Larry Eugene Mathis Raleigh L. Sanford 
State University 
Marshall University T usculan College 
Safety Health and Physical Education Vocational Technical Education Reuben K. Ward 
Karen S. Schwartz West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Adrian R. McGinnis West Virginia State College Safety 
West Virginia State College Safety Safety Brenda Kay West 
Anitra Carol Conley Seaver Alderson Broaddus College 
Sheila Daniel McMullin Concord College Biological Sciences ' Concord College Vocational Technical Education Vocational Technical Education Laura Jane Brandon Wilcox 
Gary Lee Shortt University of Charleston Barbara Brummage Metheney Virginia Polytechnic Institute and Adult Education Fairmont State College State University Adult Education Safety John Mark Williams 
Jacob Clay Miller Theodore McCrae Simpkins Frostburg State College 
Concord College University of Maryland Biological Sciences Vocational Technical Education Vocational Technical Education 
Richard Brent Wilson 
Demetrios John Morakis Robert B. Sisk Marshall University 
University of Maryland Bluefield State College Safety Biomedical Sciences Safety 
Master of Business Administration David Earl Alwood Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Business and Commerce Godwin C. Ariguzo Marshall University Business and Commerce Jamie Middleton Clark William Woods College Business and Commerce William Dale Craycraft Marshall University Business and Commerce Scott L. Denning Marshall University Business and Commerce John Charles Fritts Marshall University Business and Commerce Karin Anne Harbour Marshall University Business and Commerce Donald L. Hoag University of Pittsburgh Business and Commerce Ronald R. Howell Purdue University Business and Commerce Dallas Faye Martin Hughey West Virginia University Business and Commerce Gerald L. Jacobson Knox College Business and Commerce Thomas Paul Kline Marshall University Business and Commerce Ted Obrien Kostich Bowling Green University Business and Commerce Mark Edward Maher Marshall University Business and Commerce Abdul Mubin HJ. Abdul Malek University of Tennessee Business and Commerce Michael G. Morrison University of Cincinnati Business and Commerce Jon Michael Poole Pennsylvania State University Business and Commerce Casey Joseph Robinson Marshall University Business and Commerce Stephen Wayne Robinson University of Charleston Business and Commerce John Thomas Scherer, II Marshall University Business and Commerce Frank Thomas Simpson United States Naval Academy Business and Commerce Sherman Morris Stovall Virginia Wesleyan College Business and Commerce Robert William Szoke Northeastern University Business and Commerce William Thomas Toler West Virginia University Business and Commerce Graduate School David M. Ward Marshall University Business and Commerce Ricky Jay Weible Marshall University Business and Commerce Master Arts in Journalism Kim Marie Brawn Florida Southern College Journalism Kathleen Mauro Grobe Ohio University Journalism Rosemary Maruish Marshall University Journalism Kelly Jean Messinger Marshall University Journalism Ruth Maynard Sullivan Marshall University Journalism Master of Education Rebekah Leigh Brisbin Wittenberg University Education 
Degrees Granted December 17, 1983 Master of Arts Genethel Von Adkins Alyce Marrie Cooper Arlene Dawn Haddox Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Business Education Sociology Speech Pathology and Audiology Christine Ann Amundson Sally Marie Coveleskie William Donovan Hagerty University of Baltimore Marywood College Waynesburg College Special Education Music Psychology Gary Wayne Bays Janice Eldonna Cox Kathryn Ann Harrison West Virginia State College Ball State University Alderson-Broaddus College Biological Sciences Early Childhood Education Counseling Karen Lynette Bias Nancy Ann Cutright David Lee Hatfield Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University History Secondary Education Engl�h Frances Mae Biddulph Daniel Kevin Dill Sharla Ann Ho&nann University of Michigan - Flint University of South Florida Glenville State College Early Childhood Education Biological Sciences Counseling Marisa Brewster Nancy Pointon Dorn Linda Margaret Howard University of Cincinnati State University of New York - Marshall University Psychology Geneseo Elementary Education Patricia Humenick Butler Counseling Samuel Thomas Hughes Temple University Wendy Lee Elliott Bob Jones University Elementary Education Marshall University Educational Administration Speech Pathology and Audiology Mary Margaret Callahan Rhonda Findley Imhoff Glenville State College Pamela Grant Emnett Marshall University Special Education Morehead State University Special Education English Anita Eileen Campbell Anne Layne Farley Elizabeth Lunsford Jarrell Marshall University Marshall University University of Charleston Music Special Education Elementary Education Anita Sue Carman Cathy Jones Forsythe Douglas Lee Johnson Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Special Education Early Childhood Education Special Education Sharon Rae Murphy Carter Merrill Williams Fox, Jr. Mary Rose Soctt Kincaid Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Counseling Speech Pathology and Audiology Kim Adair Acord Colebank Denise Irene Grubbs Kimberly Rhodes May Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University 
Home Economics Political Science Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Graduate Sclwol William Elvin Meador, Jr. Nancy Halstead Wilkes James Marvin Casto Marshall University Marshall University West Virginia University Political Science Speech Pathology and Audiology Vocational Technical Education Michael Delmas Miller Marcia Lynn Hoard Williams Mary Dale Farren Cruse Concord College Marshall University West Virginia University Special Education Special Education Vocational Technical Education Brenda Harlow Pass Sue Jarrell Wyatt Donald Kenneth DeCamp Marshall University Concord College Ohio University Counseling English Safety Karen Floyd Roush Master of Science Victor Wayne Donalson Marshall University West Virginia State College Elementary Education Safety Avia Lou Bellomy Adkins Beatrice Suzanne Scheneberg Marshall University Thomas Robert Donohue Marshall University Vocational Technical Education University of Charleston Elementary Education Health and Physical Education Virgil Ray Akers, Jr. MaryAnn Simmons West Virginia State College Kathleen Gnagey Gatrell Oneonta State University Health and Physical Education Shepherd College Special Education Vocational Technical Education Jameel Mohammed Yaaqub Al-Sharon Barnett Stevenson Buloushi Danny Max Graham Marshall University Kuwait University West Virginia State College Special Education Adult Education Safety Janet Hutchison Stotts Thomas Ray Allen Sidney Dale Green Marshall University West Virginia University Marshall University Early Childhood Education Safety Safety Reba Jan Browning Thompson Mary Groves Bailey Deborah Jean Halsey Marshall University University of Charleston Concord College Special Education Vocational Technical Education Vocational Technical Education Christine Marie Toth Alma Keaton Belcher Charles Gregory Hodge Concord College Edinboro State College Vocational Technical Education James Madison University Elementary Education Safety Joyce Riddle Triplett Geraldine Scott Bolden Karen Jenneane Horn Virginia Seminary Berea College Vocational Technical Education Luther College English Biological Sciences Mary Frances Thompson Turner Gary Eugene Brightwell Michael Clifton Jenkins West Virginia State College Marshall University Safety Bluefield State College Elementary Education Safety Frances Beaver Westbrook Edward Steven Campbell Sherman Ray Kirk West Virginia Institute Ohio University of Technology Marshall University Special Education Vocational Technical Education Safety Mary L. White Barbara Loundmon Canady David Earl Longsworth Marshall University West Virginia State College West Virginia State College Elementary Education Vocational Technical Education Vocational Technical Education 
Eva Shirley Kirkpatrick Longsworth Bruce Allen Sheppard Randall Kerry Gibson West Virginia State College Marshall University Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Physical Science Business and Commerce William Thacker Lucas Tony Lee Shrewsbury Ronald Gunter Marshall University West Virginia State College Concord College Biological Sciences Safety Business and Commerce Charles Thomas Mancuso Blakely Donald Smith Ronald Frans Harju Concord College Marshall University Drake University Safety Health and Physical Education Business and Commerce Juanita Stanley Marra Sherry Elaine Daniel Strow Jeffrey Dale Jackson West Virginia Institute of Technology Concord College Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Vocational Technical Education Business and Commerce Loretta Helen Miller Thomas .Clyde Strow Mary E. McFarland Kropka West Virginia State College Bluefield State College Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Vocational Technical Education Business and Commerce Richard Lee Miller Carolyn Vance Topping Michael John Leep Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Business and Commerce Adult Education Vocational Technical Education Larry Dean Perkins Donna Rhea Wamsley Gary Lee McAlister Marshall University East Tennessee State University Berea College Business and Commerce Safety Vocational Technical Education Barbara Jean Phillips Janice K. Wilson Michael Kwok-Yeung NG West Virginia University University of Charleston Concord College Business and Commerce Vocational Technical Education Vocational Technical Education Gregory Scott Rash Michael Craig Wilson Peter Aniefuna Okemmuo University of Ibadan Marshall University Marshall University Business and Commerce Health and Physical Education Criminal Justice Rick L. Smith Donald Lewis Ratliff Ruth Ann Wise Bluefield State College Carson-Newman College Fairmont State College Business and Commerce Safety Health and Physical Education Carol Kay Clark Rutherford Charles Terry Steele West Virginia State College Marshall University Business and Commerce Adult Education 
Master of Business Charles Maduka Umeibe Johnnie Wayne Sanders Administration Institute of Management and Pikeville College Technology Safety Business and Commerce Ronald Hugh Scaggs Hau-Sum Chan Craig Marshall Wallace Rollins College Hong Kong College University of Kentucky Safety Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Carol Klapach Schultz David Clark DelPapa Roy Ellis West West Virginia Wesleyan College Marshall University Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Business and Commerce Business and Commerce 
Betty G. Hinnant Wilcox Johnson C. Smith University Business and Commerce Master of Arts in Journalism Linda Carol Bays Marshall University Journalism Sandra Lea Conrad Marshall University Journalism Wei-Shing Yang T amkany University Journalism Master of Education Sally Lynn Evans Marshall University Education 
Degrees 
Granted 
August 19, 1983 Master of Arts Leslie Jean Adams West Virginia Wesleyan College Home Economics Clarence Lee Bender Ohio University Educational Administration Audrey Stief Bernstein Marietta College Elementary Education Rebecca Johnson Billups West Virginia State College Library Science Education Winalee Miller Blackwood Marshall University Home Economics David Bryant Blain Marshall University Elementary Education Heather Joy Edington Bostic West Virginia State College Library Science Education Elizabeth Crowell Boyer University of Kentucky Special Education Ilse Burris West Virginia University Special Education Alison Sue Burton Kent State University Communication Arts Mary Ann Marcum Canterbury Marshall University Elementary Education Doris Howard Childers Ohio University Communication Arts Stanton Jay Craddock Marshall University Social Studies John Edward Damm State University of New York at Stony Brook Psychology John Charles Dorn State University of New York at Geneseo Psychology Phyllis Carper Dorsey West Virginia Wesleyan College Reading Education Steven Lee Easterling Ohio University Educational Administration Graduate School Sandra Y. Elliott Radford College Biological Sciences Vickie Lynne Coburn Evans Ohio University Special Education Kelly Marie Derifield Fields Eastern Kentucky University Counseling Sharon Gaye Fields Fairmont State College Psychology Susan Hamelly Freeman Pennsylvania State University Special Education Edmund Jude Gore West Virginia Wesleyan College Music Judith Ann Clusky Harmon Marshall University Counseling John Loren Hatfield Marshall University Educational Administration David Lee Hatton Marshall University Elementary Education Henry Hagon Hodges West Virginia University History Donna Lynn Holderby Morehead State University Special Education Ollie Duane Hunting West Virginia State College Educational Administration Judith Ann Jeffries Marshall University Communication Arts Julianna Johnson West Virginia Wesleyan College Early Childhood Education 
Patsy Hatfield Keck Doris Morgan Peddicord Regina Louise Turner Marshall University Marshall University Ohio University Counseling Counseling Educational Supervision John Woodruff Kessel Wanda Baisden Pollinger Lynn E. Woods West Virginia University Berea College Marshall University Biological Sciences Secondary Education Reading Education Frank L. Ketterman Pamela Pack Porter Murie Dena Wright Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Mathematics Counseling Elementary Education Janet Weekley Knight Jamie Jonel Pullen Karen Robinson Zdrojewski Marshall University Marshall University Eastern Kentucky University Psychology Early Childhood Education Elementary Education Robert Stephen Lambert Robin Lynn Rowh Marshall University Marshall University Master of Science Counseling Elementary Education Nancy Midkiff Lawson Helen Marria Saul MaryJane Pope Albin Marshall University University of Charleston Jersey State College Elementary Education Business Education Vocational Technical Education Ada Mae Layne Benjamin Thomas Slone Debra Jean Alvis Marshall University Marshall University Concord College Secondary Education Educational Administration Vocational Technical Education Jeanne Sheets Leary Douglas Alan Smith Betty Faulkner Bailey Marshall University University of Pittsburgh Concord College Special Education Psychology Safety Mark Franklin Leep Rosalind Gail Lague Smith Jackie Otho Burton Marshall University Marshall University Fairmont State College History Special Education Vocational Technical Education Mary Colleen Webb Lemaster Vicki Fields Smith Nancy Monday Carr Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Early Childhood Education Counseling Safety Pamela Clarkson Lusher Darlene R. Swentzel Barbara A. Carroll Marshall University Indiana University Carson-Newman College Secondary Education Special Education Safety Sunny Suzann Lusk Barbara Beeson Tinsman Ronald Chambers Concord College University of Delaware University of Charleston Psychology Psychology Safety Jerry K. McDowell Clara Thressa Tucker William Chapman Crouch, Jr. Shepherd College Marshall University West Virginia University Psychology Special Education Health and Physical Education Jack V. Nelson, Jr. Leslie Snider Turley Yvonne Midkiff DeBord Ohio University Marshall University West Virginia State College Social Studies Special Education Safety 
Gatha Irene Estep West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Perry Joe Estep West Virginia State College Safety William Mitchell Foster West Virginia Institute of Technology. Safety David Leslie Friley West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Steven Ray Fuller Marshall University Safety Regina Garrett Morehead State University Adult Education Daniel Jacob Glover Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Shirley King Harvey Concord College Safety Gary Herschel Heck Fairmont State College Biomedical Sdences Alice Lee Higginbotham University of Charleston Vocational Technical Education Diana L. Lang West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Norma Young Miller West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Jennifer Yoke Morris Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Edward Raymond Nacey George Washington University Safety Donna Shields Nutter West Virginia State College Safety Richard Bryan Park West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Sallie Cline Pittman West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Abigail Robertson Reynolds Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education 
Master of Business Administration Amanda C. Goble Marshall University Business and Commerce James Michael Goodwin Marshall University Business and Commerce William Charles Heltzel West Virginia University Business and Commerce Judith P. Ramell Marshall University Business and Commerce Dennie Ray Underwood East Tennessee State University Business and Commerce Graduate School George Wilson Rice West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Douglas Dunkin Ritchey West Virginia University Safety Arthur Lowell Rogers, Jr. Glenville State College Safety Roy Glen Russell West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Ruth Ann Wade Schweitzer Concord College Safety Carolyn Roush Scott University of Cincinnati Vocational Technical Education Gerald Walter Smith Concord College Safety Rebecca E. Wellman Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Nils Jefferson Weddle Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Business and Commerce Rande E. Whitham West Virginia University Business and Commerce 
Master of Arts in Journalism Tamela Jo Baker Marshall University Journalism Steven Patrick LoPresti State University of New York at New Platz Journalism 
Degrees Granted July 15, 1983 Master of Arts Peggy Johnston Adkins Judith Ann Cooper Marshall University Ohio University Educational Administration Educational Administration Martha Lynn Bailey Loretta Gaye Dempsey University of Charleston Marshall University Early Child1wod Education Educational Administration Jeanette Chadwick Billups Karan Hall Elkins Marshall University Marshall University Elementary Education Early Child1wod Education Pamela Lynn Blakely Margaret Jean Fredericks Marshall University Marshall University Elementary Education Spedal Education Janet Lea Brown George A. Gonsowski Morehead State University Marshall University Spedal Education Special Education Ma. Anunciacion Salumbides Calangi Jeffrey G. Hilbert University of Saint Thomas Marshall University Communication Arts Music Barbara Vest Campbell Charlotte Withers Hurley Marshall University Marshall University Psyc1wlogy Secondary Education Judith Shearer Coffman Randa O'Neil Ingles Marshall University Marshall University Reading Education Elementary Education Denney Edward Collins Angel Alberto Lago, Jr. Marshall University Marshall University Elementary Education Mathematics Master of Education Hylbert Leo Skaggs Marshall University Education Dinah Ross Ledbetter Marshall University Elementary Education Judith Ann Linn Marshall University Educational Administration Robert Gene Lonker Concord College Educational Administration Raylene Rousseau McClure University of Maine Special Education Robin Lynn Weiford McComas Marshall University Speech Pat1wlogy and Audiology Shelley Anne Clark McCoy Pikeville College Elementary Education Dale Lynn Miller Glenville State College Music Brenda Cyrus Norris Marshall University Elementary Education Annette Michelle O'Dell Marshall University Special Education 
Barbara Frowine Ramsey University of Kentucky Early Childlwod Education Virginia Stowers Rayburn Marshall University Secondary Education Denise Williams Salisbury Olivet Nazarene College Music Susan Spears Sayre Marshall University Early Childlwod Education Carolyn Rose Schmitt Marshall University Speech Patlwlogy and Audiology Clifford P. Shaluta Marshall University Speech Dewey Melvin Stickler Marshall University Elementary Education Joyce Paris Stratton Marshall University Educational Administration Brenda Kay Sullivan Marshall University Elementary Education James Culver Tardy Marshall University Secondary Education Karen Elaine Fletcher Taylor Marshall University Early Childlwod Education Pamela Shaffer Taylor Marshall University Early Childlwod Education Cora Proffitt Teel Marshall Univer�ity History Beverly Ann Barnard Weekley Marshall University Secondary Education Vicki Parsons Williams Marshall University Reading Education Bryce Scott Wolford Pennsylvania State University Psyclwlogy Master of Science Thomas Lynn Armbrester West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Jan Isobel Fox Marshall University Biological Sciences William Joe Hobbs West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Judith Gail Holley Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Hazel Ruth Johnson West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Betty Jo Jordan University of Kentucky Vocational Technical Education Danny Allan Kaser · Fairmont State CollegeVocational Technical EducationGregory Wayne LeMaster West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Theodore Samuel Naiman University of Colorado Safety Graduate Sclwol John S. Newbraugh Shepherd College Vocational Technical Education Nestor Jose Rangel Carabobo University Safety Mohamed M. Ali Yehmed University of Libya Chemistry Master of Business Administration Anil Chikersal University of Bombay Business and Commerce Rex Elliott Lovelady Texas Agricultural & Mechanical University Business and Commerce Michael Eugene Sizemore Bluefield State College Business and Commerce Michael Anthony Y anero West Virginia University Business and Commerce Master of Education Sally Margaret Landacre Cook Marshall University Education Mary Marcuzzi Kessick Marshall University Education Jean Hendrick Robertson University of Tennessee Education 
School of Medicine 
Candidates presented by Dr. Robert W. Coon, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 12, 1984 Doctor of Medicine Jill Vargo Agee Daniel Lee Hall C. Douglas PhillipsWest Virginia University University of Ke�tucky Marshall UniversityHarold E. Ayers, Jr. Robert Albert Hess Ezra Ben Riber Marshall University Marshall University State University of New York at Stony Brook Marsha Lee Bailey Michael Alan lstfan West Virginia University West Virginia State College Matthew Alan Rohrbach Marshall University Evelyn Ray Rector Banks Joseph Mark Kowalski Baylor University Marshall University Charles Porter Stuckey, II West Virginia University James William Banks, III Paul Victor Kowalski Washington University Marshall University Daniel David Sumrok West Virginia University Mark Allen Byard Kathleen Ellen Lucas West Virginia University West Virginia University Susan Austin Terry West Liberty State College David Keith Calvert Thomas Brennan Maloney Florida State University Jeffrey Wayne Whightsel Wheeling College West Virginia State College Timothy David Wade Canterbury Marshall University Perry Meadows Christopher John Whitten Marshall University University of Virginia Paul Ray Durst Bobby Anderson Miller, II Marshall University Arthur Hunter Wilson Marshall University West Virginia University Arlie Matthew Ellison West Virginia University Louis Rafael Molina Jimmy Vernon Wolfe Marshall University West Virginia Wesleyan College Robert Thomas Gallaher Marshall University Gregory Mark Moreland Donnah S. Wolodkin Donna Ruth Gates West Virginia State College Marshall University Virginia Polytechnic Institute and Brenda C. Peart Philip Nicholas Zambos State University Marshall University West Virginia University 
,l 
Masters Theses 
May 1984 Kamyar Arasteh Psychology 
Dr. Donald W. Ray Neurotransmitter Change in Learned Helplessness in Rats John H. Aukerman Adult Education Dr. Billy Ray Dunn The Andragogical Model: Training Adults for Volunteer Service in the Church of God Henry Aaron Bell Political Science Dr. Ronald Oakerson High School Size and Student Behavior: An Empirical Test of Behavior Setting Theory Walter Wilton Fansler, III Biological Sciences Dr. Dan Evans A Floristic Study of Ramsey's Draft Wilderness Area, Augusta County, Virginia Ann Cusick Maloney Biological Sciences Dr. Dan Evans A Taxonomic Study of Carex ]amesii Schweinitz and Carex Willdenowii Schkuhr (Cyperaceae: Phyllostachyae) in the Ohio Valley Sandra K. McCormick Sociology Dr. William Westbrook The Effects of Unemployment on a Group of Former Houdaille Industries Workers Jacob Clay Miller Vocational Technical Education Dr. Billy Ray Dunn The Myths that Surround Rehabilita­tion in Correctional Institutions Darrell Glenn Mullins Speech Dr. Dorothy Johnson An Investigation of the Communica­tion Competency Assessment Instru­ment as an Indicator of Oral Com­munication Competency in Teachers Janet E. Robinson Biological Science Dr. Donald Tarter The Effects of Artificial Acidification on Insect Drift in a High Elevation Appalachian Stream Mary Sandra Stevens Biomedical Sciences Dr. Michael Moore Associated Effects of Sodium Butyrate on Histone Acetylation and Estrogen Receptor in the Human Breast Cancer Cell Line MCF-7 Kurt Taft Taube Psychology Dr. V. R. Padgett The Effect of Positive/Negative Feed­back on Superstition and Locus of Control Brenda Kay M. West Biological Sciences Dr. Dan Evans Flora and Early Secondary Succession in Wetlands of the Lower Kanawha River Floodplain, West Virginia John Mark Williams Biological Sciences Dr. Stanley W. Ash Long Term Spatial Distribution Pat­terns in Major Eastern Forest Trees of Western Virginia Archie Cephas Robinson Biological Sciences Dr. Frank Binder Evaluation of the Antibacterial Ac­tivity of Selected Biocides Used in Aqueous Metalworking Fluids December 1983 Marisa Brewster Psychology Dr. Steven P. Mewaldt A Computerized Procedure to Test Stereotypic Stimulus-Response Pat­terns and the Role of Stimulus Loca­tion Uncertainty in Two Spatial Dimensions Karen J. Horn Biological Sciences Dr. Ralph W. Taylor Orientation of the Freshwater Mussel Lampsilis Radiata Luteola (Lam., 1819) in an Eastern Kentucky Stream William T. Lucas Biological Sciences Dr. Dan K. Evans A Biosystematic Study of the Polemonium Reptans L. Complex in the Eastern United States Including P.Reptans L. Var. Reptans, P. Reptans L. Var. Villosum Braun and RelatedT axa (Polemoniaceae)Gregory S. Rash Health & Physical Education Dr. Wayne B. Taylor The Effect of Successive Free Skiing Trials Upon the Strength of the Quadricep Muscle Group August 1983 Henry Hagon Hodges History Dr. Charles V. Bias Labor Violence in the Southern West Virginia Coal Fields Mingo and Logan Counties Frank L. Ketterman Mathematics Dr. David A. Cusick A Simple Mathematics Model for Predicting the Survivor of Certain Competitive Species Interactions 
Mark Franklin Leep History Dr. Robert F. Maddox A Soldier in "Paradise": Lieutenant General Delos Carleton Emmons and the  Hawai ian  Depar tment, 
1941-1943 
July 1983 Jan Isobel Fox Biological Sciences Dr. Donald C. Tarter An Ecological Assessment of Benthic Macroinvertebrates in the Little Kanawha River at Falls Mill, West Virginia Cora P. Teel History Dr. Michael J. Galgano The Springfield Baptist Church Cemetery: An Exercise in Historical Demography Mohamed Yehmed Chemistry Dr. Manoj R. Chakrabarty The Analysis of Twelve Trace Elements in Natural Waters: Drink­ing Water, Rivers, Lakes, Seawater and Waste Water Using Atomic Ab­sorption Spectroscopy (AAS) 
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